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One of the consequences of supplying parts for classic cars is there are very few manufacturers that can 

make these rare components and do it for the small quantities demanded. This dilemma is compounded 

when the classic car model has an additional unique feature within its own series, which is the case with 

the Triumph TR2–3B hardtops. There were not many hardtops produced during the TR2–3B run and the 

few that were made had the rear windows custom fitted. 

This combination of small numbers and originally hand fitted windows make it impractical for 

manufacturers to supply a perfectly shaped, ready to be installed window that will fit all variations right out 

of the box. Fortunately, despite those challenges Moss Motors was able to locate one Perspex 

manufacturer that was willing to make the TR2–3B rear window. With the manufacture understanding of 

the difficulties to make a reasonably shaped 801-570 hardtop window to fit all the slight variations, they 

opted to supply an oversized window that can be trimmed to fit. 

While these efforts have yielded the ability for Moss Motors to offer replacement windows that will work 

with the OE tops, Moss Motors also acknowledges there are a number of reproduction hardtops that have 

been produced and sold over the years. These reproduction hardtops were manufactured with rear 

windows that are just as unique as the hardtops themselves. Being that the 801-570 window is designed 

and constructed to fit the original hardtops they will not fit the reproduction tops that are out in the market. 

As a result of the 801-570 rear window being designed to be hand trimmed and fitted in a similar fashion 

as the original rear window installation, Moss Motors recommends the 801-570 be installed by a skilled 

professional glass shop as there are no templates or instructions to assist the installer.  
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